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This paper examines properties of daily stock returns and how the particular characteristics
of
these data affect event study methodologies.
Daily data generally present few difficulties for event
studies. Standard procedures are typically well-specified even when special daily data characteristics are ignored. However, recognition of autocorrelation
in daily excess returns and changes in
their variance conditional
on an event can sometimes be advantageous.
In addition, tests ignoring
cross-sectional
dependence can be well-specified and have higher power than tests which account
for potential dependence.

1. Introduction
This paper examines properties of daily stock returns and how the particular
characteristics
of these data affect event study methodologies
for assessing the
share price impact of firm-specific events. The paper extends earlier work
[Brown and Warner (1980)] in which we investigate event study methodologies
used with monthly returns. In our previous work, we conclude that a simple
methodology
based on the market model is both well-specified and relatively
powerful under a wide variety of conditions, and in special cases even simpler
methods also perform well. However, the applicability
of these conclusions
to
event studies using daily data is an open question [e.g., Brown and Warner
(1980, p. 21) Masulis (1980, p. 157), Dann (1981, p. 123) DeAngelo and Rice
(1983, p. 348) McNichols and Manegold (1983, p. SS)]. Daily and monthly
data differ in potentially
important respects. For example, daily stock returns
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depart more from normality than do monthly returns [Fama (1976, ch. l)]. In
addition, the estimation of parameters from daily data is complicated by
non-synchronous trading, a complication described as ‘especially severe’ by
Scholes and Williams (1977, p. 324).
The paper first studies the statistical properties of both observed daily stock
returns and of daily excess returns, given a variety of alternative models for
measuring excess returns. To examine the implications of these properties for
event studies, a procedure similar to one we developed previously is applied to
observed daily returns. Various event study methodologies are simulated by
repeated application of each methodology to samples that have been constructed by random selection of securities and random assignment of an
‘event-date’ to each security. With randomly selected securities and event dates
there should be no abnormal performance on average if performance is
measured correctly. We study the probability of rejecting the null hypothesis of
no average abnormal performance when it is true. We also evaluate the power
of the tests, that is, their probability of detecting a given level of abnormal
performance.
Section 2 outlines important methodological issues associated with using
daily data. Section 3 discusses the experimental design for examining those
issues. The paper’s results are presented in sections 4 through 6. In section 7,
we summarize the results and present our conclusions. An appendix gives
additional details of the methodologies examined in the paper.
2. Using daily data: The issues
The use of daily data in event studies involves a number of potentially
important problems. These can be summarized as follows.
2.1. Non-normality
The daily stock return for an individual security exhibits substantial departures from normality that are not observed with monthly data. The evidence
generally suggests that distributions of daily returns are fat-tailed relative to a
normal distribution [Fama (1976, p. 21)]. As shown later, the same holds true
for daily excess returns. Since event studies generally focus on the crosssectional sample mean of security excess returns, this paper will examine the
small sample properties of the mean excess return. The Central Limit Theorem
[see Billingsley (1979, pp. 308-319)] guarantees that if the excess returns in the
cross-section of securities are independent and identically distributed drawings
from finite variance distributions, the distribution of the sample mean excess
return converges to normality as the number of securities increases. There is
some evidence that the distribution of the cross-sectional daily mean return
converges to a normal [Blattberg and Gonedes (1974) Hagerman (1978)]. A
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chief concern here is whether and for what sample size this result applies to the
excess returns, even though the assumptions of the Central Limit Theorem (at
least in its standard version) are violated with these data.
2.2. Non-synchronous trading and market model parameter estimation
When the return on a security and the return on the market index are each
measured
over a dihcrent
trading interval, ordinary
least squares (OLS)
estimates of market model parameters are biased and inconsistent.
With daily
data, the bias can be severe (Scholes and Williams (1977, p. 324), Dimson
(1979, p. 197)]. Concerned with that problem, authors of event studies with
daily data have used a variety of alternative techniques for parameter estimation [e.g., Gheyara and Boatsman (1980, p. ill),
Holthausen
(1981, p. 88)].
This paper investigates the use of both OLS and other procedures.
2.3.

Variance estimation

With both daily and monthly data, estimation of the variance of the sample
mean excess return is important for tests of statistical significance. This paper
investigates
several variance estimation issues.
The first issue is the time-series properties of daily data. As a consequence of
non-synchronous
trading, daily excess returns can exhibit serial dependence.
Attempts
to incorporate
such dependence
into variance estimates have appeared in the event study literature [e.g., Ruback (1982)]. Serial dependence in
excess returns and its implications for event studies are examined.’
The second issue is cross-sectional
dependence of the security-specific
excess
returns. Advantages
of incorporating
cross-sectional
dependence into the variance estimator
for the mean excess return are well-known
[e.g., Brown and
Warner (1980), Beaver (1981), Dent and Collins (1981)], and are not limited to
daily data. In contrast to the existing literature, this paper focuses on the
potential costs of dependence adjustment.
The third issue is stationarity
of daily variances. There is evidence that the
variance of stock returns increases for the days immediately
around events
such as earnings
announcements
[e.g., Beaver (1968), Pate11 and Wolfson
(1979)]. We illustrate how this possibility affects event study procedures.
2.4. Important properties captured by simulation
The basis for inference
the mean excess return

in event studies is a test statistic, typically the ratio of
to its estimated
standard
deviation.
Studying
the

‘Other time-series properties, such as day of the week or weekend
Gibbons and Hess (1981)], are not explicitly studied.

effects [e.g.. French

(1980),

properties
of the test statistic analytically
requires detailed knowledge of the
distributional
properties of excess returns both in the time-series and crosssection. A complication
is that variables such as the degree of non-synchronous
trading can simultaneously
affect both mean and variance estimators [Scholes
and Williams (1977, pp. 313-314)]. This paper employs simulation procedures
using actual stock return data to investigate the distribution
of excess returns
and, in particular, the empirical properties of the test statistics. The procedures
thus use data from the true return-generating
process and are a direct way to
summarize
how the various problems of daily data jointly affect the event
study methodologies.
3. Experimental
3.1. Sample

design

construction

Two hundred and fifty samples of 50 securities are constructed.
The securities are selected at random and with replacement
from the population
of all
securities for which daily return data are available on the files of the Center for
Research in Security Prices at the University of Chicago (CRSP). Each time a
security is selected, a hypothetical
event day is generated. Events are selected
with replacement,
and are assumed to occur with equal probability
on each
trading day from July 2, 1962, through December 31, 1979.
Define day ‘0’ as the day of a hypothetical
event for a given security. For
each security we use a maximum
of 250 daily return observations
for the
period around its respective event, starting at day - 244 and ending at day + 5
relative to the event. The first 239 days in this period (- 244 through - 6) is
designated the ‘estimation period’, and the following 11 days ( - 5 through + 5)
is designated
the ‘event period’. For a security to be included in a sample, it
must have at least 30 daily returns in the entire 250 day period, and no missing
return data in the last 20 days.
3.2. Excess return measures
Let R, r designate the observed arithmetic return for security i at day t.
Define A,:, as the excess return for security i at day t. For every security, the
excess return for each day in the event period is estimated using the following
procedures:
Mean adjusted returns

(1)
R,= &

t6R,,,,

t= -244

(2)
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where R, is the simple average of security
estimation period.*
Market

i’s daily returns

in the ( - 244, - 6)

adjusted returns

(3)

A,,, = R,*,- RF%,,
where R, , I is the return
OLS market

where

7

on the CRSP equally

weighted

index for day t.

model

&, and j?, are OLS values from the estimation

period.

Most of these methods and models of the return-generating
process on
which they are based are discussed in Brown and Warner (1980, pp. 207-209).
The Scholes-Williams
and Dimson procedures for estimating market model
parameters
are considered later.
3.3. Test statistics

under the null hypothesis

Given the excess returns based on each method, the statistical significance of
the event period excess returns is assessed for each sample. The null hypothesis
to be tested is that the mean day ‘0’ excess return (e.g., the simple average of
market model excess returns) is equal to zero,3 and thus concerns the average
affect of an event on returns to shareholders. The test statistic is the ratio of the
day ‘0’ mean excess return to its estimated standard deviation;
the standard
deviation
is estimated from the time-series of mean excess returns. The test
statistic for any event day t (in this case t = 0) is

&/%A,),

(5)

where

(8)
*Eq. (2) and subsequent equations apply if there are no missing returns in the estimation
With missing ret&s,
parameter estimation excludes both the day of the missing return
return for the subsecjuaot day.
3 Later,

tebts over longer intervals

are examined

period.
and the
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and where IV, is the number of sample securities whose excess returns are
available at day r.4
A statistic of this form is widely used in event studies [e.g., Masulis (1980)
Dann (1981), Holthausen (1981), Leftwich (1981)]. If the A, are independent,
identically distributed, and normal, the test statistic is distributed Student-r
under the null hypothesis. Since the degrees of freedom exceeds 200, the test
statistic is assumed unit normal. Note that by using a time-series of average
excess returns (i.e., ‘portfolio’ excess returns), the test statistic takes into
account cross-sectional dependence in the security-specific excess returns.
However, the test statistic we initially use ignores any time-series dependence
in excess returns.

3.4. Test statistics with abnormal perjormance
Procedures for introducing a given level of abnormal performance are
similar to those in Brown and Warner (1980). A constant is added to the
observed day 0 return for each security. For example, to simulate 1% abnormal
performance, 0.01 is added. In the initial simulations, the level of abnormal
performance is the same for all sample securities.
With constant sample-wide abnormal performance, the procedure for introducing abnormal performance is equivalent to taking the test statistic in (5)
under the null hypothesis and adding to it the level of abnormal performance
divided by the estimated standard deviation of the mean excess return. Thus, it
is computationally easy to study the test statistics for different abnormal
performance levels, and hence to estimate the power function by modifying the
empirical distribution of test statistics under the null hypothesis.
4. Initial results
4.1. Properties of daily excess returns
Table 1 shows the properties of the various event study performance
measures when no abnormal performance is introduced. Panel A of the table
shows the properties of the daily returns and excess returns based on time-series
data in the estimation period for each security. Panel B details the crosssectional. properties of the 250 day 0 sample-wide mean returns and mean
excess returns.
4For Mean Adjusted Returns and the market model, the denominator of eq. (5) should, in
principle,
be adjusted
because the excess returns are prediction
errors. All of the paper’s
simulations
were repeated with the appropriate
variance adjustments,
but there was no detectable
impact. Details of the adjustment procedures were discussed in a previous version of the paper and
will be furnished on request.
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Table 1
Properties
introduced.

of daily data event study performance
measures
Randomly
selected securities and event dates:
period: 1962-1979.

when no abnormal performance
is
250 samples of 50 securities: time

Panel A

Properties of daily performance
measures for individual common stocks. For each security,
parameter estimates are based on estimation period excess returns. For each parameter, the table
reports the mean of the 12,500 estimates, Maximum number of observations per security = 239;
equal weighted index used as market portfolio; mean of 12,500 values.
Performance
measure

Mean

Standard
deviation

Skewness

Kurtosis

Studenttied
range

Returns

0.0006

0.0267

0.99

6.87

7.59

Mean adjusted
returns

O.OtXKl

0.0267

0.99

6.87

7.59

Market adjusted
returns

O.CGOO

0.0258

0.97

6.66

7.49

Market model

0.0000

0.0253

1.01

6.80

7.54

Panel B

Cross-sectional
properties of sample-wide mean performance measures at day ‘0’. Each number
reported in the table is based on 250 values of the mean performance
measure, one for each
sample. For a given sample. the mean performance
measure is the simple average of the
performance measures for the individual securities in the sample.

Method

Mean

Standard
deviation

Skewness

5

Returns
Mean adjusted returns
Market adjusted returns
Market model

0.0005
- 0.0001
0.0001
0.0001

0.0127
0.0121
0.0122
0.0121

0.39
0.42
0.40
0.42

20

Returns
Mean adjusted returns
Market adjusted returns
Market model

0.0007
O.oool
0.0001
O.cGOl

0.0062
0.0062
0.0060
0.0059

0.00
0.00
0 02
0.03

3.30
3.33
3.28
3.43

6.42
6.41
6.40
6.47

50

Returns
Mean adjusted returns
Market adjusted returns
Market model

O.OiIO6
0.0000
- O.ocOl
- 0.0001

0.0040
0.0040
0.0039
0.0038

0.08
0.08
0.10
0.10

3.17
3.19
3 23
3.10

5.69
5.73
5.81
5.59

Sample
size

Upper percentage

Kurtosis
___4.68
4.71
4.91
5.04

Studentized
range
__7.13
7.05
7.42
7.64

points; samples of 250 drawn from a normal population.

Variable

0.95

0.99

Skewness
Kurtosis
Studentized
(N=200)

0.063
3.52

0.129
3.87

6.15

6.85

range
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4.1. I. Results for individual securities
From panel A of table 1, it appears that daily returns and daily excess
returns are highly non-normal.
The mean studentized
range of the returns is
7.59, compared to a value of 6.85 for the 0.99 fractile of the studentized range
of samples drawn from a normal population
of size 200. Mean values of
skewness and kurtosis coefficients for the returns exceed the value of the 0.99
fractile of the respective distribution
under normality.
These results do not
change markedly
for the measures of excess returns. For example, with the
market model, the mean studentized
range is 7.54. Although not reported in
table 1, use of continuously
compounded
returns or of the value weighted
index as the market portfolio also yields similar results.
One additional
point about panel A is that the various performance
measures have similar standard deviations. The mean standard deviation of the
returns is 0.0267; the mean standard
deviation of excess returns from the
market model is 0.0258, and the mean market model R* is only 0.10. These
results suggest that the alternative
measures of excess returns will exhibit
similar ability to detect abnormal performance
when it is present.

4.1.2.

Results for mean excess returns

Panel B of table 1 indicates that departures
from normality
are less pronounced
for cross-sectional
mean excess returns than for individual
security
excess returns, as would be expected under the Central Limit Theorem. For
samples of size 50, the mean excess return seems close to normal. The
studentized
range of the 250 day 0 mean performance
measures ranges from
5.59 to 5.81, and similar average values apply when the properties of the mean
excess returns in the estimation period for each sample are studied. However,
while values of the studentized range in panel B are consistent with normality
of the mean performance
measure in samples of 50, there is still more skewness
than would be expected under normality,
with skewness coefficient values
ranging from 0.08 for the returns to 0.10 for Market Adjusted Returns and the
market model. Furthermore,
the conclusion
that the mean performance
measure is somewhat
close to normal does not apply to smaller samples. In
samples of five, the studentized
range of the mean performance
measure is
typically in excess of seven, and in samples of 20 it is still on the order of 6.5.
These differing results for different sample sizes raise the possibility that the
degree of misspecification
in the event study methodologies
is sensitive to
sample size. This topic is investigated in section 4.3.
One final point about panel B is that the various performance
measures
typically have an expected value of approximately
zero in the event period. For
example, for samples of size 50, the average of the 250 mean excess returns
from the market model is -0.0001,
with a t-statistic of -0.46. The only
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VALUE OF TEST STATISTIC UNDER NULL HYPOTHESIS

Fig. 1. Theoretical
and empirical cumulative distribution
of the test statistics using the market
model. The solid figure is the theoretical
distribution
assumed under the null hypothesis,
a
Student-f with large degrees of freedom, approximated
with a unit normal. The dashes indicate the
empirical distribution
of the 250 test statistics under the null hypothesis, where each test statistic is
for a sample of 50 randomly selected securities with 50 randomly selected event dates from the
1962-1979 period.

exception is for the mean returns, where the average value is 0.0006, with a
t-statistic
of 2.33. This merely indicates that average returns in the crosssection are positive.’

4.2. Properties

of the test statistics

For the market model and a sample size of 50, fig. 1 compares
the
cumulative
distribution
of the 250 test statistics when no abnormal
performance is introduced with cumulative values from a unit normal. The similarity
between the empirical and theoretical distributions
is striking, and this conclusion also applies when the corresponding
figure for this experimental
situation
is examined for the other methodologies.
From table 2, the formal tests also indicate that the empirical distributions
of the various test statistics are close to unit normal. The &i-square
tests for
goodness of fit typically fail to find misspecification,
even when the goodness
of fit tests concentrate
in the tail regions. However, there is some evidence that
the test statistics are slightly skewed and leptokurtic. For all methodologies,
the
studentized
range of the test statistics is in excess of six.

‘An event study methodology
which ignores the positive average return will tend to find positive
abnormal
performance
when none is present. Such a ‘Raw Returns’ methodology
[i.e.. Mean
Adjusted Returns where R, in eq. (1) is constrained
to zero] was examined in an earlier version of
the paper.
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Table 2
Summary measures for the actual frequency distribution of each test statistic, based on 250 values,
one for each sample; sample size = 50. Randomly selected securities and event dates; no abnormal
performance introduced;
time period: 1962-1979.
Method

Mean

Mean adjusted
returns

- 0.014

Market adJusted
returns

- 0.019

Market model

- 0.028

Standard f-statistic
deviation
for mean

0.92

Skewness

Kurt&s

-0.24

0.094

3.61

0.91

- 0.33

0.073

0.91

- 0.49

0 084

Studentized
range

x2 statistic’

x2 statistic’

6 68

8.7

26.4

3.52

6 60

5.3

22.3

3.42

6.50

7.0

19.6

Upper percentage points

x2 (8)
x2 (19)

0.95

0 99

15.5
30 1

20.1
36.2

‘Nine
intervals
concentrating
in the tail regions. The intervals
0.05 - 0.1. 0.1 - 0.9, 0.9 - 0.95. 0.95 - 0.98. 0.98 - 0.99. 0.99 - 1.0.
hTwenty equally spaced intervals.

4.2.1.

are 0 - 0.01. 0 01 - 0 02. 0.02 - 0.05,

The power of the tests

Table 3 shows rejection frequencies for various levels of abnormal performance ranging from 0 to 28, using one-tailed
tests at the 0.05 significance
level. For illustrative
purposes, rejection frequencies for this significance level
will be used throughout the paper.6
From table 3, with no abnormal
performance
rejection rates range from
4.4% to 6.4% well within the interval of 2% to 8% for a 95% confidence band
under correct specification
[Brown and Warner (1980, p. 216)]. With 1%
abnormal
performance
at day 0, the frequency of detecting abnormal performance ranges from 75.6% for Mean Adjusted
Returns to 80.4% with the
market model. These rejection frequencies
indicate little difference in the
power of alternative
procedures.
Moreover, these rejection frequencies
are
roughly three times those reported for monthly data [Brown and Warner (1980,
table 3)], thus highlighting the substantial
gains to more precise pinpointing
of
an event.
Furthermore,
the power of the methodologies
in table 3 is similar to the
theoretical
power derived assuming unit normality of the test statistics under
the null hypothesis. For example, fig. 2 compares the empirical and theoretical
power for the market model. For a variety of abnormal performance
levels,
‘For every experiment
in the paper, the entire distribution
of test statistics under the null
hypothesis was also examined, as in table 2. Details for each experiment will be summarized in the
text.
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Table 3
A comparison
of different procedures
for detecting abnormal performance:
percentage
of 250
samples where the null hypothesis is rejected. H,: mean abnormal performance
at day ‘0’ = 0.”
Actual level of ahnormal pcrformancc
Method

0

at day ‘0

0 01

0 (X)5

0.02

Mean adjusted returns

6.4%

25 27

75 69

99.6X

Market adJusled

4x

26 0

79.6

99.6

4.4

27.2

x0 4

99.6

Market

returns

model

“Sample
1962-1979.

size = 50 wxrities:

one-tailed

test. (I = 0.05:

randomly

selected

securities

and event dates,

i

z’
4

06-
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Fig. 2. Theoretical
and empirical power using the market model. The theoretical power is the
rejection frequency assuming unit normality of the test statistics under the null hypothesis. The
empirical power is the rejection frequency using the empirical distribution
of the 250 test statistics
under the null hypothesis.
For the empirical power, each test statistic is for a sample of 50
randomly selected securities with 50 randomly selected event dates from the 1962-1979 period.
For computational
simplicity, the derivation of each power function in this figure assumes that
the standard deviation of the mean excess return is the same for all samples, and equal to the value
of 0.0038 reported in panel B of table 1. Thus, for each power function, the rejection frequency is
the proportion
of test statistics whose value exceeds [1.645 - (abnormal
performance/O.C038)].
where 1.645 is the 0.95 fractile of a unit normal. The empirical power in table 3 differs from that in
the figure because the standard deviation of the mean excess return can differ across samples.

rejection frequencies are similar, and this also applied to tests at the 0.1 and
0.01 significance
levels. Since the test statistics in the experimental
situation
examined in table 3 were well-specified and approximately
unit normal under
the null hypothesis, such results are not surprising.
4.3. Sensitivity

analysis

The conclusion
from the baseline simulations that the test statistics for most
methods
are reasonably
well-specified
is consistent
with simulation
results
reported elsewhere [Dodd and Warner (1983). Dyckman, Philbrick and Stephan
(1984)], and is not highly sensitive to several changes in the experimental
procedure.
4.3. I. Smaller

samples

For samples of either five or 20 securities, the specification
of the test
statistics is not dramatically
altered. The goodness of fit tests do not indicate
misspecification.
However, the degree of skewness and kurtosis in the test
statistics is higher for samples of size five and 20 than for samples of 50. For
example, kurtosis is typically in excess of four for test statistics from samples
of size five. Thus, stated significance levels should not be taken literally.
4.3.2.

Longer event periods

Event study test statistics also continue to be generally well-specified when
the event period is longer than one day. Table 4 shows results for samples of

Table 4
Comparison
of different methods when the event period is longer than one day. The table shows
the percentage
of 250 samples where the null hypothesis is rejected. For each securtty. abnormal
performance
is introduced
for one day m the 11-day interval ( - 5, + 5). with each day having an
equal probability
of selection. The null hypothesis is that the cumulative mean excess return in the
interval ( - 5, + 5) = 0. Rejection rates for a one-day event period from table 3 are also shown: for
each security abnormal performance
is introduced at day ‘0’. and the null hypothesis in that the
mean abnormal performance
at day ‘0’ is equal to 0.”

Method

Days in
event period

Actual level of abnormal performance
0

0.01

0.02

Mean adjusted
returns

11
1

4.0%
6.4

13.6%
75.6

37.6%
99.6

Market adJusted
returns

11
1

4.0
48

13.2
79.6

32.0
99.6

Market model

11
1

2.8
4.4

13.2
80.4

37.2
99.6

aSample size = 50: one-tailed test, 01= 0.05; randomly selected securities and event dates, 1962-1979.
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size 50 where:
(1) the null hypothesis (using a test statistic discussed in the appendix) is that
the cumulative mean daily excess return over the ( - 5, + 5) interval is equal
to zero, and
(2) for each security, abnormal performance
is introduced for one day in the
interval (- 5, + 5) with each day having an equal probability
of being
selected.
Rejection
rates under the null hypothesis range from 2.8% to 4.0%. Various
goodness of fit tests failed to find marked evidence of test statistic tnisspecification, despite the failure of the test statistic to explicitly incorporate
autocorrelation in the mean daily excess returns.’ These findings also apply in samples
of sizes five and 20. As expected, the power of the tests decreases when the
abnormal performance
occurs over the (- 5, -t 5) interval rather than at day 0.’
For example,
with 1% abnormal
performance,
the rejection frequency
for
Market Adjusted
Returns is 13.2’S, compared to the earlier figure of 79.6%
reported in table 3.

4.3.3.

Clustering

The results on specification
are not radically altered in experiments where
there is clustering in event dates and hence dependence
of the excess return
measures. Table 5 shows rejection frequencies for the case where day 0 is
restricted to be a particular calendar day which is common to all securities in a
given sample.’ As in table 4, the null hypothesis is that the cumulative mean
daily excess return over the interval (- 5, + 5) is equal to zero. From table 5,
Market Adjusted Returns and the market model have rejection rates with no
abnormal
performance
of 4.0% and 3.28, respectively, and the goodness of fit
tests typically fail to detect misspecification.
A striking result from table 5 is that for Mean Adjusted
Returns,
the
rejection rate with no abnormal
performance
is 13.6%. This apparent
misspecification
was not observed for Mean Adjusted Returns in the non-clustering case, nor is it observed for the clustering case when the hypothesis test is
conducted
at day 0. As we shall see later, the m&specification
is at least partly

‘Similar results
Stephan (1984).

also apply

for event periods

of other

lengths;

see Cyckman,

Philbrick

and

sAs in fig. 2, we also compared theoretical and empirical power functions for an ll-day event
period. The striking similarity in theoretical and empirical power was still present, even in samples
of 5 securities.
‘The day is randomly
replacement.

selected for a given sample and selection of the day is carried

out without
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Table 5
The effect of event-day clustering. The table shows the percentage of 250 samples where the null
hypothesis is rejected. For a given sample, day ‘0’ is the same calendar date for each security. The
calendar day differs from sample to sample. Corresponding
results for non-clustering
case reported
in table 4 are also shown. Ho: cumulative
mean daily abnormal
performance
in the interval
(- 5. + 5) = O.a
Actual level of abnormal
0

Method

performance

in interval

0.01

-________-_

(

5. + 5jh
0.02

_~_

Mea” adjusted
returns

ClUsteri”g
Non-clustering

13.6%
40

Market adjusted
returns

Clustenng
Non-clustering

Market model.

Cluslen”g
NO”-ClUSWi”g

21.2%
13 6

29 6%
37.6

4.0
40

14.4
13 2

46.0
32.0

32
28

156
13.2

46.0
312

‘Sample size = SO; one-tailed test. (1 = 0.05: randomly selected securities and even1 dates. 1962-1979.
hFor each security. abnormal performance is introduced for one day in the interval. wth each day hawng an
equal probability of selection

related to autocorrelation
in the time-series of average mean adjusted returns.
Furthermore,
n-&specification
with daily data event study methodologies
is not
limited to cases involving autocorrelation.
The remainder of the paper studies a
number of experimental
situations and identifies several where various methodologies are either poorly specified or inefficient.
5. Non-synchronous

trading: Alternative procedures for /z?estimation

Non-synchronous
trading introduces potentially
serious difficulties into empirical studies using daily stock returns [&holes and Williams (1977) and
Dimson
(1979)]. One reason is that in the presence of non-synchronous
trading, OLS estimates of market model /I are biased and inconsistent.
The
evidence is that shares traded relatively infrequently
have downward biased p
estimates,
while those traded relatively frequently
have upward biased /3
estimates. However, the results presented thus far in this paper indicate that
the failure to take into account non-synchronous
trading in estimating market
model coefficients does not result in misspecification
of event study methodologies using the OLS market model.
Correct specification
of event study methodologies
using the OLS market
model is consistent with the evidence presented by Scholes and Williams and
Dimson that OLS estimates of /? are biased. Even when biases in fi exist they
do not necessarily imply misspecification
in an event study. By construction,
OLS residuals for a security sum to zero in the estimation period so that a bias
in the estimate of p is compensated
for by a bias in (r. With stationarity,
the
event period excess returns for an individual security can be shown to have a
mean equal to zero unconditional
on the market return. The excess return
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Table 6
Alternative

procedures
hypothesis

for market-model
estimation.
Percentage of 250 samples where
is rejected. HO: mean abnormal performance
at day ‘0’ = O.a

Mean value m
estimation perrod
( N = 5ti)

Acmal level of abnormal
performance at day 0
0

0.01

the null

B

Li

Punt-1 A. Rondom!p selecred s~un,res

OLS market model
Scholes-Williams
procedure
Dimson aggregated
coefficients method

2 8%
2.8

46.8%
46 8

0.02R
0.028

0.0
0.0

1.00
1 .Xl

2.4

47.2

0.030

0.0

1.00

5.2
44

64 4
64.8

0.022
0.022

~ o.ooo2
- O.oool

0 96
0 94

44

65 2

0.022

- O.OcQl

0.91

5.6
5.2

28.8
31.2

0.037
0.037

0.0002
0.0001

1.05
1 07

5.2

30.0

0.037

O.oool

1.11

Pmel B: Sample formumn I+ exchange lrsrmg
New York Stock Exchange samples

OLS market model
Scholes-Williams
procedure
Dimson aggregated
coefficients method
American Stock Exchange samples
OLS market model
Scholes-Williams
procedure
Dimson aggregated
coefficients method

“Sample size = 20 securities; one-tarled test, a = 0 05; time period: 1962-1979

conditional
on the market is biased for an individual
security. However, no
n&specification
in an event study is implied if the average bias in the
conditional
excess returns of the sample securities is zero. This can occur if the
securities are drawn from a representative
range of trading frequencies or if
there is non-clustering
of event dates. Nevertheless,
even when OLS is wellspecified, its use could result in imprecise (as opposed to biased) estimates of
excess returns, yielding tests with relatively low power. Thus, it is of interest to
investigate alternative procedures for market model parameter estimation.

5.1. SpeciJication

and power 01 &holes-

Williams- and Dimson-based

procedures

All of the paper’s experiments
were repeated using both (1) the ScholesWilliams procedures and (2) the Dimson aggregated coefficients method, with
three leads and three lags. lo A representative
set of results, for a sample size of
20, is presented in table 6.”
“These
procedure,

procedures
see Fowler

are discussed in the appendix.
and Rorke (1983).

For

a recent

discussion

of the Dimson

“As we will discuss, the experiments in panel B involve American Stock Exchange securities:
given our data base and the requirement
that there be 250 samples, 20 is roughly the maximum
sample size which can be specified there.
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From panel A of table 6, it appears that these alternative
methodologies
convey no clear-cut
benefit in an event study. For the various levels of
abnormal
performance,
rejection rates using both the Scholes-Williams
and
Dimson procedures are similar to the resu!ts obtained with OLS. For example,
with 1% abnormal
performance,
rejection frequencies range from 46.8% for
both the Scholes-Williams
procedure and the OLS market model to 47.2% for
the Dimson method. Although not reported in table 6, the properties of the test
statistics are similar for the three procedures
and reasonably
close to unit
normal under the null hypothesis.
5.2. Sample formation

by trading frequency:

N YSE versus AMEX

securities

Panel B reports results when the sample securities tend to trade with
frequencies
systematically
different from average. We have no data on trading
frequency. The proxy we use is exchange-listing.
There is reason to believe that
New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) stocks tend to trade more frequently than
average and that American Stock Exchange (AMEX) stocks trade less frequently
than average. l2 In panel B of table 6, simulation
results for the
different methodologies
are compared for both NYSE and AMEX stocks.
For NYSE stocks, OLS estimates of p are on average higher than the
estimates using the Scholes-Williams
or Dimson procedure; the average values
are 0.96, 0.94, and 0.91, respectively. For AMEX stocks, the relative magnitudes of the average p estimates are reversed, with the average estimates
ranging
from 1.05 with the OLS market model to 1.11 with the Dimson
procedure. These figures suggest biases in OLS estimates of p similar to those
discussed by Scholes and Williams and by Dimson. The figures also indicate a
relation between true p and trading volume [Scholes and Williams (1977, p.
320)].
However, there is no evidence that procedures
other than OLS improve
either the specification
or the power of the tests.13 In absence of abnormal
performance,
rejection rates for all methodologies
are approximately
equal to
the significance
level of the test, ranging from 4.4% to 5.6%. Furthermore,
when abnormal performance is present, rejection rates are similar for OLS, the
Scholes-Williams,
and the Dimson-based
procedures.
Rejection frequencies
with 0.01 abnormal
performance
range from 64.4% to 65.2% for the NYSE
samples and from 28.8% to 31.2% for the AMEX samples. Rejection frequencies are higher for NYSE stocks because residual standard
deviations
are
lower, averaging about 60% those of AMEX stocks.
12Average annual NYSE volume per security over the sample period was several times greater
than for AMEX stocks; for a discussion of the relationship between volume and trading frequency,
see Scholes and Williams (1977, p. 319).
13Similar results using an alternative
proxy for trading volume are reported by Dyckman,
Philbrick and Stephan (1984).
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6. Estimating the variance of the mean excess return
6.1. Time-series

dependence

and non-synchronous

trading

Although
the simulations
in table 6 indicate
that biases in p due to
non-synchronous
trading did not affect tests for abnormal performance,
nonsynchronous
trading could also induce serial correlation
in the excess return
measures. For hypothesis tests over intervals of more than a day, the failure to
take into account autocorrelation
in estimating the variance of the cumulative
mean excess return could result in n&specification.
Since the test statistics
reported
thus far did not account for autocorrelation
yet seemed generally
well-specified
for the ll-day period examined in tables 4 and 5, it appears that
autocorrelation
plays a minor role.
Table 7 shows the time-series properties of the various excess return measures. While the magnitudes
in the table are not obviously large, they are
highly statistically
significant. For example, the first three estimated autocorrelations for mean market model excess returns in samples of size 50 are - 0.101,
-0.037,
and -0.030,
with t-values (assuming independence
across the 250
samples)
of -20.1,
- 8.5, and
-7.2,
respectively.
Furthermore,
the
Scholes-Williams
and Dimson procedures do not purge autocorrelation
from
the excess return measures. Although not reported in the table, results almost
identical to these for the market model were found for such procedures.

Table I
Time-series properties of estimation period excess returns and mean excess returns. 250 samples of
50 securities; time period: 1962-1979;
non-clustering
case. Each number is the mean value of the
estimated autocorrelation
coefficient. The top number is based on the 12,500 individual time-series
of security excess returns; the bottom number is for the 250 time-series of mean excess returns,
where for each sample the mean excess return is the simple average of the excess returns for the 50
individual securities.
Method
Mean adjusted returns
Individual securities
Samples of 50

- 0.006
- 0.060

- 0.014
~ 0.027

- 0.014
- 0.021

Market adjusted returns
Individual securities
Samples of 50

~ 0.032
- 0.093

- 0.025
- 0.036

- 0.024
- 0.031

OLS market model
Individual securities
Samples of 50

- 0.044
- 0.101

- 0.025
-0037

~ 0.026
- 0.030

Mean autocorrelations,
OLS market
model residuals for individual
securities, by exchange-listing
New York Stock Exchange
American Stock Exchange

- 0.027
- 0.071

- 0.020
- 0.031

- 0.025
- 0.027
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Cases where autocorrelation adjustments are appropriate

To examine
conditions
where explicit recognition
of autocorrelation
is
useful, all of the paper’s previous experiments
were repeated with a simple
autocorrelation
adjustment
discussed in the appendix. No dramatic changes
occurred. Thus, the benefits from autocorrelation
adjustments
appear to be
limited. However, there were two instances of small but notable improvement
in test statistic specification,
and no cases where specification
was adversely
affected.
First, recall from table 5 that with clustering, under the null hypothesis the
Mean Adjusted Returns method had a rejection rate of 13.6% in tests over the
(- 5, + 5) period. However, clustering induces positive serial correlation
in
the time-series
of average Mean Adjusted
Returns;
the average estimated
first-order
autocorrelation
coefficient based on samples of 50 is 0.25. With
autocorrelation
adjustments,
the rejection rate under the null hypothesis was
reduced to 8.8%; although unit normality of the test statistics was generally
still rejected, the standard deviation of the test statistics was reduced from 1.54
to 1.29.
Second, note from table 7 that AMEX stocks have an average first-order
autocorrelation
for market model excess returns of -0.071,
compared
to
-0.027 for NYSE stocks. For AMEX stocks, the day 0 tests reported in table
6 for the market model were carried out over the ( - 5, + 5) interval. Without
adjustment
for autocorrelation,
the test statistics had a standard deviation of
0.76 and the goodness of fit tests rejected unit normality;
with an adjustment,
the standard
deviation of the test statistics rose to 0.86 and departures from
normality
based on the goodness of fit tests disappeared.
Similar results
applied to the Scholes-Williams
and Dimson procedures.
However, no such
improvements
could be found for NYSE stocks.

6.2. Accounting for cross-sectional dependence: Advantages and disadvantages
The simulations
thus far have estimated the variance of the mean excess
return from the time-series of estimation
period mean excess returns. This
procedure
takes into account any cross-sectional
dependence
in the securityspecific excess returns. When there is positive cross-sectional
dependence,
failure to make such an adjustment
results in a systematic underestimation
of
the variance of the mean excess return, implying too many rejections of the
null hypothesis,
both when it is true and when abnormal
performance
is
present. [See Brown and Warner (1980) Beaver (1981), and Dent and Collins
(1981).]
However, adjustment
for cross-sectional
dependence is not always necessary
for reasonable
test statistic specification. If the degree of dependence is small,
as in studies where event dates are not clustered, ignoring the dependence
induces little bias in variance estimates. Furthermore,
dependence adjustment
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Table 8
The effect of procedures

assuming

cross-sectional
independence.
the null hypothesis is rejected.a

Percentage

Actual level of abnormal
performance at day ‘0

of 250 samples

where

Mean test statistic
0% abnormal
performance

0.5% abnormal
performance

0

0.005

0.01

6.4%
6.0

25.2%
48.0

75.6%
96.0

- 0.01
- 0.00

1.13
1.69

4.4
6.4

21.2
53.2

80.4
97.6

- 0.02
0.00

1.17
1.79

1.2
25.2

19.6
56.4

39.6
84.4

0.17
0.35

0.82
2.05

8.0
8.0

39.2
61.2

84.4
96.0

0.18
0.20

1.43
1.98

Panel A : Non-clurtering

Mean adjusted returns
Dependence adjustment
Assume independence
Market model
Dependence adjustment
Assume independence
Panel B: Clustering
Mean adjusted returns

Dependence adjustment
Assume independence
Market model
Dependence adjustment
Assume independence
‘Sample

size - 50; one-tailed test, a-

0.05; randomly selected securities and event dates 1962-1979.

can actually be harmful compared to procedures which assume independence.
Even if the independence
assumption is only an approximation,
explicit use of
this information
can increase the efficiency of the variance estimator.
By
permitting
more precise estimation of the variance used in the test statistic, the
independence
assumption
can make it easier to detect abnormal performance
when it is present.
Table 8 examines the specification
and power of event study procedures
assuming cross-sectional
independence.
As discussed in the appendix, the test
statistic is assumed unit normal under the null hypothesis.14 To save space,
results are reported only for Mean Adjusted Returns and the market model.

6.2, I. Comparison

of alternative estimators:

Non-clustering

and clustering results

Panel A of table 8 indicates that when there is no clustering of event dates,
the gains from procedures assuming independence
are substantial.15
With no
14A similar test statistic is used in some daily data event studies [e.g., Dodd and Warner (1983)
and Larcker (1983)]. Following the typical procedure, each excess return is standardized
by its
estimated standard deviation. This explicitly accounts for heteroscedasticity
in the excess returns,
and can also increase the power of the tests.
“Increases
in power from procedures assuming independence
were not detected with monthly
data [Brown and Warner (1980, table 6)j. However, in our simulations with daily data, the number
of observations
in the estimation period is roughly three times greater; there are also differences in
the specific variance estimators.
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abnormal
performance,
rejection rates are approximately
equal to the significance level of the tests, suggesting no detectable bias in variance estimation.
With 0.5% abnormal
performance,
the rejection rate with the market model
assuming independence
is 53.2%, almost double the figure of 27.2% reported
earlier with dependence
adjustment,
and similar results apply for Mean
Adjusted Returns.
From panel B, the gains from procedures assuming independence
can apply
even when there is clustering, and all securities of a given sample have the same
event date. For the market model, the rejection frequency with clustering and
no abnormal
performance
is 8.0% with both independence
and dependence
adjustment.
Furthermore,
the distribution
of market model test statistics for
both independence
and dependence adjustment
are similar and approximately
unit normal under the null hypothesis; the standard deviations of the 250 test
statistics are 1.02 and 1.01, respectively. The rejection frequencies with 0.5%
abnormal
performance
are 61.2% under independence
and 39.2% with dependence adjustment,
indicating
substantial
power increases from procedures
assuming independence.
However,
while extraction
of the market factor via the market model
appears to be a sufficient adjustment
for dependence,
this result is for randomly selected securities. If instead the securities came from the same industry
group, with clustering there could be a higher degree of cross-sectional
dependence in market model excess returns, and measurable misspecification
[Dent
and Collins (1981)]. The consequences
of ignoring extreme cross-sectional
dependence
are indicated in panel B, where, for Mean Adjusted Returns, the
rejection rate with no abnormal performance
is 25.2% assuming independence,
compared
to 7.2% with dependence
adjustment;16
as with monthly
data
[Brown and Warner (1980, table 6)], the Mean Adjusted Returns methodology
with dependence
adjustment,
while well-specified,
is not very powerful with
clustering.
6.3.

Variance

increases during the event period

There is evidence of substantial
increases in the variance of a security’s
return for the days around some types of events [Beaver (1968) Pate11 and
Wolfson (1979) and Kalay and Lowenstein (1983)]. Christie (1983, table 4)
suggests that the variance in some event studies could increase by a factor of
‘6Misspecification
when independence
is assumed with clustering was also found under procedures similar to those of Schipper and Thompson (1983). Using a statistic which constrained
the
abnormal performance
to be the same across sample securities [Shipper
and Thompson (1983. pp.
198-199, equations 4 and 5)], the rejection frequency in the absence of abnormal performance
and
assuming independence
was 11.2%. The corresponding
figure for non-clustering
(and assuming
independence)
was 6.8%; for non-clustering
the power of the tests was similar to that reported in
panel A of table 8 for the market model assuming independence.
For related evidence, see Collins
and Dent (1984) and Mafatesta (1984).
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Table 9
The effect of variance increases during the event period. For each security, the day ‘0’ variance is
doubled (see text). Percentage of 250 samples where the null hypothesis is rejected; market model.
Ho: mean abnormal performance at day ‘0’ = O.=
Actual level of
abnormal performance at day 0
Variance estimation

0

method

Use time-series
data from
estimation period

Variance increase
No increase

12.0%
4.4

Use cross-sectional
data from event
period

Variance increase
No increase

4.0
3.6

“Sample size = 50; one-tailed test, 01= 0.05; randomly

0.01
70.4%
80.4
48.8
80.4

selected securities and event dates 1962-1979.

almost two. Although detailed study of variance increases is beyond the scope
of this paper, it is useful to briefly outline several implications
for event study
methodologies.
6.3. I. Misspecijication

using time-series procedures

The most obvious implication
of a variance increase is that standard
procedures
using a time-series
of non-event
period data to estimate the
variance of the mean excess return will result in too many rejections of the null
hypothesis that the mean excess return is equal to zero. Table 9 uses simulation
procedures to illustrate the magnitude of the misspecification.17
Each security’s
day 0 return, R,,o, is transformed to double the variance but leave the expected
return unchanged,

R:,o=R,,o+(R,,-6--R,),
where R; O is the transformed return, R, _6 is the security’s return at day - 6,
and i?, is the security’s average daily return in the estimation period; the use
of the return from day -6 is arbitrary.
This procedure
is equivalent
to
simulating
a situation where the abnormal performance
differs across sample
securities but is, on average, zero; based on one cross-section of day 0 returns,
such a situation cannot be distinguished
from a variance increase. From table
9, doubling the variance results in a rejection rate under the null hypothesis of
“To save space, results are reported only for the market model. Note that results similar to
those reported
here can be obtained analytically
for time-series procedures.
Use of simulation
procedures
with actual return data will allow examination of the specification of the cross-sectional
estimators
discussed later.
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12.08, almost
increase.

three

6.3.2.

times

the figure

of 4.4% obtained

with

no

variance

Cross-sectional procedures

The variance of the mean excess return is sometimes estimated using only
the cross-section
of event period excess returns. Typically, the day 0 excess
returns are assumed independent
and identically distributed,
and the variance
of the mean excess return is estimated by the cross-sectional
variance [e.g.,
Penman (1982, p. 482)].18 Cross-sectional
estimates also permit construction
of
a time-series of estimated variances, one for each day around the event, thus
allowing detection of event period variance increases [e.g., Mikkelson (1981, p.
257)]. Other procedures for variance shift detection are also used [e.g., Beaver
(1968)].
From table 9, a cross-sectional
variance estimate can lead to well-specified
tests, both with and without a doubling of the variance; the rejection rates
under the null hypothesis are 4.0% and 3.6% respectively. Thus, such procedures can provide a useful check on the robustness
of conclusions
about
abnormal
performance. l9 However,
cross-sectional
procedures
have limitations. For example, if the variance shift difers across sample securities, the
test statistic is likely to be n-&specified because the assumption
of identically
distributed
excess returns is violated. In addition,
if there is no variance
increase, the cross-sectional
procedures will not be very powerful because they
ignore estimation period data; with 1% abnormal performance
at day 0 and no
variance increase, the rejection rate using the cross-sectional
procedure is only
80.4%, compared
to 97.6% in table 8 with time-series procedures
assuming
independence.
6.3.3.

Sample partitioning

A direct way of addressing variance increases is to partition
the sample
based on an economic model of the effects of the event, such as whether the
event is ‘good news’ or ‘bad news’ [e.g., Ball and Brown (1968)]. Such
procedures
can reduce the (conditional)
return variances of securities in each
subsample.
Thus, they can reduce the degree of misspecification
in using

‘*The test statistic
and is approximately

is the ratio of the mean excess return
unit normal under the null hypothesis.

to the cross-sectional

standard

error,

r9Similarly,
the non-parametric
sign and Wilcoxon signed-rank
tests were also found to be
unaffected by variance shifts. However, because daily excess returns are skewed to the right, these
tests are badly specified if the expected proportion
of positive excess returns under the null
hypothesis
is assumed to be 0.5. The degree of misspecification
is similar to that with monthly
data; some reduction in misspecification
was obtained with median regression based procedures
[see Brown and Warner (1980, p. 222)].
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standard time-series estimation procedures to test the significance of subsample
mean excess returns. Although we leave to future work an examination
of such
procedures,
they also seem valuable because they can increase the power of
event study methodologies
by reducing the unexplained
component of returns.
7. Summary and conclusions
This paper examines how the particular characteristics
of daily stock return
data affect event study methodologies.
Using simulation procedures with actual
daily data, the paper investigates the impact of a number of potential problems
of concern in the literature. These include (1) non-normality
of returns and
excess returns, (2) bias in OLS estimates of market model parameters in the
presence of non-synchronous
trading, and (3) estimation of the variance to be
used in hypothesis tests concerning the mean excess return, and specifically the
issues of autocorrelation
in daily excess returns and of variance increases on
the days around an event. In addition, the effect of cross-sectional
dependence
of excess returns on variance estimation, which is an issue even with monthly
data, is also investigated.
The results from simulations with daily data generally reinforce the conclusions of our previous work with monthly data: methodologies
based on the
OLS market model and using standard
parametric
tests are well-specified
under a variety of conditions. Although explicit recognition of the characteristics of daily data can sometimes
be advantageous,
for example in cases
involving variance increases or unusually high autocorrelation,
the characteristics of daily data generally present few difficulties in the context of event study
methodologies.
Furthermore,
some of the paper’s results indicate a striking
similarity between the empirical power of the event study procedures and the
theoretical
power implied by a few simple assumptions
and ‘back of the
envelope’ calculations.
This reinforces the view that the use of daily data is
straightforward.
The paper’s findings are discussed in more detail below.

7.1. Non-normality

and the properties

of tests

The non-normality
of daily returns has no obvious impact on event study
methodologies.
Although daily excess returns are also highly non-normal,
there
is evidence that the mean excess return in a cross-section
of securities converges to normality
as the number of sample securities increases. Standard
parametric
tests for significance of the mean excess return are well-specified. In
samples of only 5 securities, and even when event days are clustered, the tests
typically have the appropriate probability
of Type I error.
As in the case of monthly data, the conclusion
that the methodologies
are
well-specified applies to excess returns measured in a variety of ways, including
Market Adjusted Returns and the OLS market model. With daily data, these
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two methodologies
have similar power, and, as expected, the power of each is
much greater with daily than with monthly data. Market Adjusted Returns and
the OLS market model also outperform
a simpler Mean Adjusted Returns
procedure,
which has low power in cases involving event-date clustering.
In
addition, exchange-listing
is an important correlate of the power of the various
tests, with samples of NYSE securities exhibiting dramatically
higher power
than AMEX securities.

7.2. Alternative procedures for market model parameter

estimation

Procedures other than OLS for estimating the market model in the presence
of non-synchronous
trading convey no clear-cut benefit in detecting abnormal
performance.
Methodologies
based on the procedures
suggested by Scholes
and Williams and of Dimson do seem to reduce biases in OLS estimates of /3.
However, the specification and power of the actual tests for abnormal performance is similar to that obtained
with the OLS market model, and this
conclusion
applies to samples having trading frequencies systematically
different from average.

7.3.

Variance

estimation:

variance

increases

Autocorrelation,

cross-sectional

dependence,

and

While non-normality
and biases in estimating the market model are unimportant in tests for abnormal performance,
the choice of variance estimator to
be used in hypothesis tests is of some concern, affecting both the specification
and power of the tests. For hypothesis tests over multi-day intervals, there is
evidence that the specification of the test statistic is improved by using simple
procedures
to adjust the estimated variance to reflect autocorrelation
in the
time-series of mean daily excess returns. However, the improvements
are small,
and only apply in special cases, for example event studies concentrating
on
AMEX firms, Non-synchronous
trading, which can induce the autocorrelation,
appears to have a detectable but limited impact on the choice of appropriate
methodology.
When the implications
of adjusting variance estimates to account for dependence in the cross-section of excess returns are studied, only in special cases is
such adjustment
necessary to prevent misspecification.
Moreover, there is a
potentially
large cost. In results reported in the paper, tests which assume
non-zero
cross-sectional
dependence
are only about half as powerful and
usually no better specified than those employed assuming independence.
Finally,
we illustrated
how variance increases can cause hypothesis tests
using standard event study procedures to become misspecified. Several procedures to deal with the possibility of variance increases were outlined. However,
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further research is necessary to fully understand
procedures for measuring abnormal performance

Appendix: Hypothesis

2-l

the properties of alternative
in such situations.

tests using daily data

This appendix gives additional
event study test methodologies.

details

of the procedures

used in simulating

A.1. Excess return measures
A. 1.1. Scholes- Williams procedure

A,>,=R,,,-

V&L,>,~

(A.1)

where

I=

c

R,.,,

P,‘=(B,-+P,+&)/O +2&J;
fi,- and fi,’ are the OLS estimation

COV(R,,~~
Rm,,-1)
@L,,,)+L,,-1)

(A.2)

-243

(A.3)

period values of

cov(R,,r,R,,,+,)
+L,,b(R,n,,+d ’

and

respectively.
rj, is the estimation period value for the first-order autocorrelation coefficient
of the Equally Weighted
Market Index [see Scholes and
Williams (1977, p. 317, eqs. 13-15, 19, 20)].
A.1.2.

Dimson aggregated coejficients method
(A.4)

where
*

I,

a, =-

R,,,1
‘c’
233
I= -241

/?;A

‘=i9
I=

R,s,,

(A.5)

-241

(‘4.6)
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Bi,
are multiple regression estimates from the estimation period [see Dimson
(1979, p. 203, eq. 8)].20

A.2. Hypothesis tests assuming cross-sectional independence
Each excess return Ai., is first divided by its estimated standard deviation to
yield a standardized excess return, A:,:

A:,, =A,,t/s(Ai,r)v

(A-7)

where

(A-8)

(A-9)
The test statistic for any given day (in this case t = 0) is given by

.( N,)-',

(A.10)

where N, is the number of sample securities at day t. If the standardized excess
returns are independent and identically distributed with finite variance, in the
absence of abnormal performance the test statistic will be distributed unit
normal for large N,.”
A.3. Tests over multi-day intervals22
For tests over the (- 5, + 5) interval, the test statistic is the ratio of the
cumulative mean excess return to its estimated standard deviation, and is given

2o For the Scholes- Williams and Dimson procedures the maximum
excess returns is reduced from 239 to 237 and 233, respectively.
estimators
in the paper are made to reflect this.
2’As in the case of dependence
adjustment,
adjustments
nature of the excess returns are omitted. These adjustments

number of estimation period
Adjustments
to all variance

to eq. (A.8) to reflect the predictive
had no detectable impact.

22For multi-day intervals we only discuss test statistics and autocorrelation
adjustments
for the
case of cross-sectional
dependence adjustment;
the derivation under cross-sectional
independence
is similar. Multi-day
simulations
under cross-sectional
independence
did not change the paper’s
conclusions.
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(A.ll)

where the terms in the denominator
are from eq. (7) in the text. The test
statistic is assumed unit normal in the absence of abnormal performance.

A.3.1.

Autocorrelation

adjustments

Autocorrelation
adjustments
use alternative estimates of the standard deviation in the denominator
of eq. (A.ll).
This involves estimation
of Z, the
autocovariance
matrix of the event period mean excess returns,

cov(A_,,A_,)

.*.

(A.12)

A.3.2.

Parameter

estimation

The estimated
standard
deviation
of the mean daily excess return
AT
is given in eq. (7) in the text. Estimates of the diagonal elements of (A.12)
follow
directly.
Noting
that each off-diagonal
element
cov(x,, A,_,) =
p( AT, A&,)0( AT)a( A,_,), sample estimates of each off-diagonal
element in
addition
use estimates of the autocorrelation
coefficients of mean excess
returns.
Autocorrelation
coefficients p, are estimated from the estimation period A,.
We estimate p, for values of I up to three; for I> 3, we arbitrarily set p, equal
to zero. The estimation process begins with I= 1. The process continues if and
only if p, is statistically significant; if not, its value and pI for higher values of I
are set equal to zero. 23 The criteria for statistical significance is that
(A.13)

230nce

the estimation

process

is completed,

we also check that estimates of p, imply that H is
to zero. See Box and Jenkins (1976, p.

positive definite; if not, all values of p, are also constrained
29) for a discussion.
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Truncation
of the estimation procedure by lag three and use of a cut-off for
statistical significance helps assure simple representation
of the autocorrelation
structure of excess returns. However, our investigation
of autocorrelation
is
exploratory.
Although several minor variations of our procedure yielded similar results to those reported in the paper, it is an open question whether
explicit ARIMA modelling of time-series properties would lead to improved
specification
or power.

A.3.3.

Test statistics

The sum of the estimated elements of 2 is the estimated variance
cumulative
mean excess return; its square root becomes the denominator
test statistic in (A.ll).

of the
of the
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